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Abstract— In this work, we develop a method for verifying
Continuous-time Stochastic Hybrid Systems (CTSHSs) using
the Mori-Zwanzig model reduction method, whose behaviors
are specified by Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) formu-
las. By partitioning the state space of the CTSHS and computing
the optimal transition rates between partitions, we provide
a procedure to both reduce a CTSHS to a Continuous-Time
Markov Chain (CTMC), and the associated MITL formulas
defined on the CTSHS to MITL specifications on the CTMC.
We prove that an MITL formula on the CTSHS is true (or
false) if the corresponding MITL formula on the CTMC is
robustly true (or false) under certain perturbations. In addition,
we propose a stochastic algorithm to complete the verification.
Finally, as an example, we implement the method in a Billiard
Problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work, we study the problem of verifying Metric
Interval Temporal Logic (MITL) [1] on continuous-time
stochastic hybrid systems (CTSHS) [2]. MITL is a powerful
tool to describe both the transient and asymptotic behaviors
of various kinds of continuous-time dynamical systems, and
to specify design goals in synthesis and verification prob-
lems [3]. On finite-state systems, verifying MITL formulas
is decidable; however, on infinite-state systems, checking
the formulas directly is always beyond the computational
capacity of computers.

One possible solution is the abstraction-based method, that
is, to find a finite-state system whose behavior simulates
perfectly or approximately the infinite-state system. It has
been shown that finite state transition systems can be used
to simulate linear or piecewise affine systems [4], [5], [6]
and certain classes of nonlinear systems [7], [8], [9], [10];
and discrete-time Markov chains can be used to simulate
CTSHS [12], [13], [14] and hybrid automata [15], [16],
[17], [18]. In those works, continuous-time dynamics are
simulated by discrete-time dynamics, and accordingly the
properties of the systems are described by discrete-time types
of temporal logic.

In this work, we propose an approach of using the Mori-
Zwanzig model reduction method [19], [20] to reduce the
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continuous-time stochastic hybrid systems to continuous-
time Markov chains (CTMC) with finite state spaces. This
gives us the power of studying directly on the behaviors of
the system over continuous time.

This work can be viewed as the hybrid and continuous-
time extension of our previous works [21], [22]. Specifically,
we find a CTMC that approximates the CTSHS and prove
that, to verify an MITL formula on the CTSHS, it is sufficient
to check a slightly stronger MITL formula on the CTMC,
which can be done by a statistical model checker [23]. we
choose the statistical approach since they usually scale better
when the number of states increase [24].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the general setup of the problem including
the definition of continuous-time stochastic hybrid system
and the syntax and semantics of metric interval temporal
logic. In Section III, we use the Mori-Zwanzig method to
reduce the CTSHS to a CTMC, and prove that the MITL
formulas on the CTSHS can be verified by checking slightly
stronger formulas on the CTMC. Finally, we conclude the
main contributions in this work in Section V.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Notations

We denote the set of natural, rational, non-negative ra-
tional, real, positive real, and non-negative real numbers,
respectively by N, Q, Q≥0, R, R+ and R≥0. For any set A,
the cardinality is denoted by |A| and the power set is denoted
by 2A. The empty set is denoted by /0. For a set S⊆Rd , we
denote the boundary of S by ∂S.

B. Continuous-time Stochastic Hybrid Systems

In this work, we follow the definition of state-driven
continuous-time stochastic hybrid systems in [11]. The con-
figuration space is given by Q×Ω, where Q = {q1, . . . ,qn}
is a finite set of locations and Ω = Rd is the continuous
state space. In a location qi ∈Q, the continuous state x ∈Ω
evolves by a stochastic differential equation

dx(t) = f (qi,x)dt + g(qi,x)dwt , (1)

where wt is the standard Brownian motion. It reduces to an
ordinary differential equation when g(qi,x) = 0. Meanwhile,
the system may switch to another location q j and reset the
continuous state to z by

(q j,z) = h j(qi,x) (2)

and the transition intensity is given by r j(qi,x).
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a) Evolution of distributions on the system: Give the
initial configuration (q(0),x(0)) of the system that obeys the
distribution F(0,q,x), we can derive a stochastic trajectory
T (t) = (q(t),x(t)) of the system by solving (1)-(2). The
distribution F(t,q,x) of (q(t),x(t)) satisfies the Fokker-
Planck equation

∂F(t,qi,x)
∂ t

= L(F(t,qi,x))

= −
d

∑
a=1

∂

∂xa
( fa(qi,x)F(t,qi,x))

+
d

∑
a=1

d

∑
b=1

∂ 2

∂xa∂xb

ga(qi,x)gb(qi,x)F(t,qi,x)
2

−
n

∑
j=1

r j(qi,x)F(t,qi,x)

+ ∑
hi(q j ,y)=(qi,x)

ri(q j,y)F(t,q j,y)

(3)

where L is the Fokker-Planck operator for the system. We
may write symbolically that F(t,q,x) = etLF(0,q,x).

Remark 1. (3) resembles the Fokker-Planck equation for
jump-diffusion process where the four terms on the right
hand side describes “drift”, “diffusion”, “jump-out” and
“jump-in”, respectively.

C. Timed Automata
In Section IV, we will use the following concept of

timed automata to reduce our model checking problem to
an emptiness problem.

Definition 1 (Timed Automata). A timed automaton A is a
tuple (Q,X,Σ,L,I,E,Qinit,Qfinal) such that:
• Q is a finite non-empty set of locations,
• X is a finite non-empty set of clocks,
• Σ is a finite non-empty set of labels,
• L ∈ Q −→ Σ maps each location to the label of that

location,
• I ∈ Q−→I X

≥0 maps each location to its invariant which
is the set of possible values of variables in that location.

• E⊆ Q×Q×2X is a finite set of edges of the form (s,d, j),
where 1) s is the source, 2) d is destination, and 3) j
is the set of clocks that are reset by the edge. Given an
edge e, we denote the components by Se, De, and Je.

• Qinit ⊆ Q is a set of initial locations.
• Qfinal ⊆ Q is a set of final locations.

A configuration of a timed automaton A at every time
instance is completely determined by its control location and
valuation of variables at that time. Each clock takes values
in R≥0. The set of all possible valuations is RX

≥0 which we
denote it by V. Also for any t ∈R≥0, ν ∈ V, and j ⊆ X, we
define 1) (ν + t)(x) to be ν(x)+ t, and 2) ν [ j := 0](x) to
be 0 if x ∈ j and ν(x) otherwise.

D. Metric Interval Temporal Logic
We can use the Metric Interval Temporal Logic (MITL)

to describe various behaviors of a continuous-time stochastic

hybrid system. The advantage of MITL is twofold: it can
describe both the transient and asymptotic behaviors, and we
can write arbitrarily long logic formulas from some simple
rules.

The atomic propositions of the logic, which serve as the
basic building blocks, depend on a set of observables of the
system.

Definition 2. Let γ(q,x) be an L1 function on the configura-
tion space Q×Ω and T (t) = (q(t),x(t)) be a trajectory of
the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system that obeys the
time-evolving distribution F(t,q,x). We define an observable
y of the system as a map from the set of trajectories of the
system to real functions of time by

[y(T )](t) = E [γ(q(t),x(t))] = ∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)F(t,q,x)dx,

(4)

where γ(q,x) is called the weight function. We refer to the
function [y(T )](t) as an observation and write it as y(t)
when T is clear from the context.

The basic building blocks of MITL formulas are simple
inequalities on a set of observables. They can be used to
reason about the observations of a trajectory.

Definition 3. Given a set of observables {y1, . . . ,ym}, we
define MITL formulas recursively by

φ ::= F | T | yi ∼ c | ¬φ | φ ∧φ | φ ∨φ | φU(a,b)φ | φR(a,b)φ

where T stands for “true”, F stands for “false”, yi ∼ c for
i = 1, . . . ,m and ∼∈ {<,>,≤,≥} is an atomic proposition,
and (a,b) with a < b and a,b ∈ Q≥0 is an interval over
rationals. We denote the set of atomic propositions of φ by
APφ , and may drop the subscript if it is clear from the context.

The interpretation of an MITL formula depends on an
trajectory T (t) = (q(t),x(t)) of the system.

Definition 4. Let T (t) = (q(t),x(t)) be a trajectory of
the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system. We denote
(T , t)(s) = T (s− t) by the suffix of T starting from t.
Given an MITL formula φ , the satisfaction relation T � φ

is interpreted inductively by
T � T always true
T � F always false
T � yi ∼ c ⇔ yi(0)∼ c in T for ∼∈ {<,>,≤,≥}
T � ¬φ ⇔ T 2 φ

T � φ1∧φ2 ⇔ T � φ1 and T � φ2
T � φ1∨φ2 ⇔ T � φ1 or T � φ2
T � φ1U(a,b)φ2 ⇔ ∃t ∈ (a,b) • (T , t) � φ2∧ ∀t ′ ∈

(0, t) • (T , t ′) � φ1.
T � φ1R(a,b)φ2 ⇔ ∀t ∈ (a,b) • (T , t) � φ1

or ∃t • (T , t) � φ2 ∧ ∀t ′ ∈
[0, t]∩ (a,b) • (T , t ′) � φ1

Finally, we define [[φ ]] to be the set of signals that satisfy φ .

Remark 2. It is enough to only considers formulas in
negated normal form. Since the atomic propositions are
inequalities, it is also enough to restrict attention to > and
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≥. Finally, since we are using statistical methods to check
MITL formulas, we do not distinguish strict and non-string
inequalities.

Here is an example of how to use MITL formulas to
specify the behavior of the system.

Example 1. Consider an observable y whose weight function
is

γ(q,x) =

{
1, if q = qi and x ∈ A,
0, otherwise,

(5)

where A ⊆ Ω. Then the MITL formula TU(0,1)(y > 0.5)
means that there is a time t < 1 such that the probability
of being in qi×A is above 0.5.

E. A fundamental algorithm

In [25], an statistical algorithm Close(y,y′,α ,δ ) has been
proposed to check whether ‖y− y′‖ < δ , for any two prob-
ability distributions y and y′ on the same finite states. This
algorithm is sub-linear and provides the following guarantee.

Theorem 1. [25] For any α and δ , and distributions y
and y′ over the same n states, there is a test which runs
in time O

(
n2/3(2δ )−8/3 log(n/α)

)
such that if ‖y− y′‖ ≤

max
(

δ 4/3

214/3 3√n
, δ

4
√

n

)
then the test accepts with probability at

least 1−α , and if ‖y− y′‖ > δ then the test rejects with
probability at least 1−α .

III. MODEL REDUCTION

A. Reducing the Dynamics

To implement the Mori-Zwanzig model reduction method
to CTSHS, we first divide the state space into finitely many
partitions, and treat each of them as a discrete state.

Definition 5. S = {s1,s2, . . . ,sl} is called a measurable
partition of the continuous state space Ω, if for i, j = 1, . . . , l
and i 6= j,

1) si is nonempty, open and simply-connected,
2) µ(Ω\

⋃l
i=1 si) = 0,

3) si∩ s j = /0 for any i 6= j,
where µ is the Borel measure on S.

We assume the partitions to be open and simply-connected
to rule out wired-shaped ones. Given a partition of the
continuous state space Ω, we will construct the reduced
system as a Continuous-time Markov Chain (CTMC). Let
m(Ω) and m(S) be set of probability distribution functions
on Ω and S, respectively. First, we can define a projection
P : m(Ω)→m(S) and an injection R : m(S)→m(Ω) between
m(Ω) and m(S) by

p j = P f (x) =
∫

s j

f (x)dx, (6)

where p j is the jth element of p, and

f (x) = Rp =
l

∑
j=1

p jUs j , (7)

where Us j is the uniform distribution on s j

Us j (x) =

{
1

µ(s j)
, if x ∈ s j

0, otherwise.
(8)

Remark 3. Here the projection P and the injection R
are defined for probability distributions. But they extend
naturally to L1 functions on Ω and S respectively.

Remark 4. The projection P is the left inverse of the
injection R but not vice versa, namely PR = I but RP 6= I.

Obviously, the partition of the continuous state space Ω
induces a discretization of the configuration space Q by
Q×S. Let p = [pi j]nl be a probability distribution on Q×S
and F(q,x) be a probability distribution on Q×Ω. Then the
projection and injection defined above extends to m(Q×Ω)
and m(Q×S) by acting on the second argument, namely

pi j = PF(qi,x) =
∫

s j

F(qi,x)dx, (9)

and

F(qi,x) = Rp =
l

∑
j=1

pi jUs j . (10)

In particular, given an initial distribution F(0,q,x) on the
CTSHS, we can derive an initial distribution p(0) on the
CTMC by the projection P.

This projection P and injection R can reduce the Fokker-
Planck operator to a transition rate matrix on Q× S, hence
reduce the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system into a
continuous-time Markov chain.

Theorem 2. Let S = {s1,s2, . . . ,sl} be a partition of the
continuous state space Ω and P, R be the corresponding
projection and injection defined in (9)-(10). The Fokker-
Planck operator given in (3) reduces to the transition rate
matrix A of a continuous-time Markov chain on Q×S by

A = PLR (11)

where the transition rate from state i j to ab at time t is given
by

Aabi j(t) =

{∫
∂ s j∩∂ sb

f (t,qi,x)dx, if a = i,
1

µ(s j)

∫
s j

ra(t,qi,x)Iha(t,qi,x)∈sb
(x)dx, otherwise.

(12)

for i,a = 1, . . . ,n and j,b = 1, . . . , l, where Iha(t,qi,x)∈sb
(x) = 1

when ha(t,qi,x) ∈ sb, and 0 otherwise.

Proof. Plug the Fokker Planck equation (3) and the definition
of projection (9) and injection (10) into (11).

Roughly speaking, the transition rate between two par-
titions in the same location is the flux of f (t,q,x) across
the boundary and the transition rate between two different
locations is the flux of r(t,q,x).

Remark 5. Previously, we assumed that the partition of the
continuous state space Ω is identical for every location q ∈
Q. But, the above statements can be easily extended to the
case of partitioning Ω differently for each location.
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B. Reducing MITL Formulas

The observables on the continuous-time stochastic hybrid
systems (see Definition 2) extend to the corresponding
continuous-time Markov chains by using the injection R.
For the time-evolving distribution p(t) on the CTMC that
derives from the model reduction procedure, we can define
the observable on the CTMC by plugging Rp into (4).

Definition 6. Let y be an observable on the continuous-
time stochastic hybrid system with weight function γ(q,x).
We define a corresponding observable y′ on the continuous-
time Markov chain that derives from the model reduction
procedure by

[y′(S )](t) = ∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)Rp(t)dx, (13)

where S is a trajectory of the continuous-time Markov chain
that obeys the distribution p(t).

Throughout the section, to facilitate further discussion,
we will always denote the corresponding observable on the
CTMC by y′ for any observable y on the CTSHS.

For a given observable y with weight function γ(q,x), the
error of the projection P with respect to the observable y is
defined by the maximal possible difference between y and
y′,

∆y = |y− y′|

= |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)(F(0,q,x)−RPF(0,q,x))dx|. (14)

Remark 6. When refining the partition of Ω, the operator
QP→ I in the weak operator topology, thus ∆y→ 0 for any
given y.

By the definition of ∆y, we know that, at the initial time,
the atomic propositions on the CTSHS and the CTMC has
the following relations

y(0) > c =⇒ y′(0) > c−∆y, (15)
y(0) < c =⇒ y′(0) < c+∆y, (16)

and similarly,

y′(0) > c+∆y =⇒ y(0) > c, (17)
y′(0) < c−∆y =⇒ y(0) < c. (18)

To derive the relations of the observations between the
CTSHS and the CTMC at any time, we define the reduction
error of the observation y at time t due to the model reduction
process by

Θy(t) = |y(t)− y′(t)|

= |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)(eLt −ReAtP)F(0,q,x)dx|, (19)

where F(0,q,x) is an initial distribution of the CTSHS
and y′(t) is the corresponding observation of y(t) on the
CTMC (see Definition 6). This reduction error is illustrated
in Figure 1. Note that the diagram is not commutative;

F(0,q,x) F(t,q,x)

p(0) p(t)

P
eLt

eAt

R

Fig. 1. Diagram for reduction error.

actually the difference between going along the two paths
is related to the reduction error.

In general, the reduction error Θ(t) may not be bounded as
t→∞. To find a sufficient condition, we define the reduction
error of the Fokker-Planck operator L by

δ (t,q,x) = (L−RPL)etRPLF(0,q,x). (20)

Accordingly, we define the integration of δ (t,q,x) with
respect to the weight function γ(q,x) by

Λy = sup
t≥0
|dy(t)

dt
− dy′(t)

dt
|

= sup
t≥0
|∑

q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)δ (t,q,x)dx|,
(21)

which captures the maximal change of the time derivative of
observation y.

A sufficient condition to find a uniform bound over time
is that the reduction error of the Fokker-Planck operator
δ ( f (q,x)) converges exponentially in time for any f (q,x) ∈
m(Q×Ω).

Definition 7. For α > 0, β ≥ 1 and a given observable y,
the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system is α-contractive
with respect to y, if for any initial distribution function
F(0,q,x) on the configuration space, we have

|∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)etL
δ (t,q,x)dx|

≤ βe−αt |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)δ (t,q,x)dx|.
(22)

where δ (t,q,x) is given by (20)

This contractivity condition, though seems restrictive, is
valid for a relatively wide range of systems including asymp-
totically stable systems. It is a commonly used sufficient con-
dition to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of invariant
measure of general dynamical systems, and the contractivity
factor α is usually derived case-by-case. Using Definition 7,
we derive the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system
is α-contractive, then for any t ≥ 0, the reduction error Θy(t)
for an observable y satisfies

Θy(t) ≤
β Λy

α
+∆y. (23)
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Proof. By Dyson’s formula, we can decompose the expo-
nential of L by

etL = etRPL +
∫
[0,t]

e(t−s)L(L−RPL)esRPLds. (24)

This formula, sometimes referred to as Duhamel’s principle,
can be verified by taking time derivatives on both sides.
Plugging (24) into (19) gives

Θy(t) ≤ |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

γ(q,x)(etRPL−RetAP)F(0,q,x)dx|

+ |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

∫
[0,t]

γ(q,x)e(t−s)L(L−RPL)esRPLF(0,q,x)dsdx|

(25)

Since the projection P and the injection R preserve
L1 norm, RPL is also a Fokker-Planck operator. Noting
RetAPF(0,q,x) = etRPLPF(0,q,x), by (14), we obtain that
the first term on the right hand side of (25) is less than ∆y.

For the second term on the right hand side of (25), by (21)-
(22), we have

Θy(t) ≤ ∆y + |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

∫
[0,t]

γ(q,x)e(t−s)L
δ (s,q,x)dsdx|

≤ ∆y + |∑
q∈Q

∫
Ω

∫
[0,t]

βe−α(t−s)
γ(q,x)δ (s,q,x)dsdx|

≤
β Λy

α
+∆y.

(26)

Theorem 3 implies the following relations between the
atomic propositions on the CTSHS and the CTMC.

Theorem 4. If the continuous-time stochastic hybrid system
is α-contractive, then we have

y(t) > c =⇒ y′(t) > c− (
β Λy

α
+∆y), (27)

y(t) < c =⇒ y′(t) < c+(
β Λy

α
+∆y), (28)

and similarly,

y′(t) > c+(
β Λy

α
+∆y) =⇒ y(t) > c, (29)

y′(t) < c− (
β Λy

α
+∆y) =⇒ y(t) < c. (30)

The above theorem gives the following result.

Theorem 5. Given a MITL formula φ on the CTSHS that is
α-contractive, it can be strengthened to ψ by replacing the
atomic propositions according to (29)-(30). If ψ is true on
the corresponding CTMC, then φ is true on the CTSHS.

Example 2. Recall Example 1. The MITL formula
TU(0,1)(y > 0.5) is true on the CTSHS if TU(0,1)(y > 0.5+

(
β Λy

α
+∆y)) is true on the CTMC. It is false on the CTSHS

if TU[0,1](y < 0.5− (
β Λy

α
+∆y)) is true on the CTMC.

IV. STATISTICAL MODEL CHECKING OF MITL

In this section we show that for a CTMC C and a MITL
formula φ with atomic propositions {Pi}, we can construct
statistically a timed automaton TC,APφ

(see Section II-C) such
that reachable locations of this automaton at time t are
labeled by the subset of atomic propositions in φ that are
true in C at that time. By [[C,APφ ]] we denote the singleton
set containing the unique signal induced by C and φ . For
simplicity, we assume APφ is singleton and focus only on
constructing TC,{P} for an atomic formula P := yi > c. Let
f (t) be the set of atomic formulas that y satisfies at time t.
Formally (yi,c) ∈ f (t) iff yi(t)> c. Also, let TC,{P}(t) be the
set of reachable locations of TC,{P} at time t.

We have assumed that the reduced model is contractive
and hence the function y(t) converges to a known invariant
yinv. Therefore, there is a time T , which can be found by
Figure 2, such that

∥∥y(t)− yinv
∥∥< δ2 for t ≥ T .

1: t← 1
2: while Close

(
y(t),yinv, 3α

4 ,δ2
)
6= yes do t← t + 1

3: return t

Fig. 2. Finding the time for being close to invariant distribution

For some given δ1 > 0, let ∆ = δ1
3max{|ẏi(t)| | t∈[0,T ]} . Then,

for any t ∈ [0,T ] and t ′ ∈ [t−∆, t +∆]∩ [0,T ], we have
1. if yi(t)− c > δ1

3 then yi(t ′)− c > 0,
2. if yi(t)− c <− δ1

3 then yi(t ′)− c < 0,
3. if |yi(t)− c| ≤ 2δ1

3 then |yi(t ′)− c| ≤ δ1.
We can partition [0,T ) into [T /∆] + 1 intervals of size
smaller than ∆, and run (recall Section II-E)

res1 = A δ1/3
1 (yi(t),c+ δ1/3,α ′,β ′)

res2 = A δ1/3
1 (yi(t),c−δ1/3,α ′,β ′)

for each interval. If res1 = yes, then for any time t ′ in
the interval, yi(t ′) > c with bounded error α ′, hence we
set TC,{P}(t) = {P}. If res2 = no, then for any time t ′ in
the interval, yi(t ′) < c with bounded error α ′, hence we set
TC,{P}(t) = { /0}. Otherwise, for any time t ′ in the interval,
|yi(t)− c| ≤ 2δ1

3 with bounded error max(2α ′,β ′). In this
case, we set 1) TC,{P}(t) = {q,q′}, 2) L(q) = {P} and
L(q′) = /0, 3) entry to q or q′, and 4) switches between q
and q′ for arbitrary number of times, while their common
invariant permits.

The above procedure is formally given in Figure 3. This
algorithm terminates and the output res = A δ1,δ2(C,y0,φ ,α ,
β ) satisfies

P[res = no | C � φ ] ≤ α (31a)
P[res = yes | C 2 φ ] ≤ α (31b)

As for the unknown output, let Bδ1(y) be the δ1-ball centered
at y in L∞ norm. The algorithm guarantees that

P[res = unknown] ≤ α +β (32)

when y′ � φ , or y′ 2 φ , for all y′ ∈ Bδ1(y).
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1: h←max{|ẏi(t)| | t ∈ [0,T ]}
2: ∆← δ1

3h , n← |AP|
⌈ T

∆

⌉
3: TC,{P}← an empty automaton
4: X←{t} , qlast←⊥
5: for i← 0 to

⌊ T
∆

⌋
do

6: α ′←min( α

4n , β

2n ) , β ′← β

n

7: res1←A δ1/3
1

(
yi
(
(i+ 1

2 )∆
)
,c+ δ1

3 ,α ′,β ′
)

8: res2←A δ1/3
1

(
yi
(
(i+ 1

2 )∆
)
,c− δ1

3 ,α ′,β ′
)

9: add a new location q to Q

10: if res1 = yes then L(q)←{P}
11: else if res2 = no then L(q)← /0
12: else L(q)← unknown

13: I(q)← 2i∆ ≤ t < 2(i+ 1)∆
14: if qlast 6= ⊥ then E← E∪{(qlast ,q, /0)}
15: else Qinit←{q}
16: qlast = q
17: add a new location q to Q

18: I(q)← true, Qfinal←{q}
19: E← E∪{(qlast ,q, /0), (q,q, /0)}
20: if yinv > c then L(q)←{P}
21: else L(q)← /0
22: TC,{P}← replace any unknown location in Q with

q and q′ labeled {P} and /0. Duplicate
edges from/to q and q′ accordingly.

23: Add (q,q′, /0) and (q′,q, /0) to E for every split locations
in the previous step.

24: return TC,{P}

Fig. 3. Constructing the signal for atomic proposition P

Remark 7. For any CTMC C and MITL formula φ , if C
is robust on φ , iteratively reducing δ1 in our algorithm
guarantees that it will eventually return an answer which
is not unknown while satisfying conditions 31a and 31b.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed a framework of using metric
interval temporal logic formulas to describe the behavior of
continuous-time stochastic hybrid systems and a method of
using the Mori-Zwanzig model reduction method to verify
the temporal logic formulas. Specifically, we discretized the
system by partitioning the configuration space and derived a
continuous-time Markov chains that optimally approximates
the original system. We proved that the problem of veri-
fying the temporal logic formulas on the CTSHS can be
transformed to the problem of verifying a slightly stronger
formulas on the CTMC and used a sampling-based method
to finish the verification.
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